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	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the fi nest textbooks in computer education. We are
	proud that since Mircosoft Offi ce 4.3, our series of Microsoft Offi ce textbooks have been
	the most widely used books in education. With each new edition of our Offi ce books,
	we make signifi cant improvements based on the software and comments made by
	instructors and students. For this Microsoft Outlook 2010 text, the Shelly Cashman
	Series development team carefully reviewed our pedagogy and analyzed its effectiveness
	in teaching today’s Offi ce student. Students today read less, but need to retain more.
	They need not only to be able to perform skills, but to retain those skills and know how
	to apply them to different settings. Today’s students need to be continually engaged and
	challenged to retain what they’re learning.


	With this Microsoft Outlook 2010 text, we continue our commitment to
	focusing on the user and how they learn best.
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The Canon EOS Digital Rebel T1i/500D CompanionO'Reilly, 2009

Through easy-to-follow lessons, this handy book offers a complete class on digital photography, tailored specifically for people who use the Canon EOS Digital Rebel T1i/500D. This is not your typical camera guide: rather than just show you what all the buttons do, it teaches you how to use the Digital Rebel's features to make great...
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Frommer's Bali & Lombok (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	Bali and Lombok, two islands in Indonesia, are ideal for adventure travelers, eco-tourists, and culture vultures. Frommer's Bali & Lombok includes information on:

	
		Plan an adventurous vacation, whether you're hiking, practicing yoga, sailing, scuba diving, or surfing your way around Bali and Lombok.
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Growing Up Online: Young People and Digital TechnologiesPalgrave Macmillan, 2007
“From blogs to video games, from living rooms to internet café’s, from Africa to Canada, Growing up Online has it all.  Transcending the hype and moral panic that typically pervade adult discourses about youth and media, the essays in this collection deconstruct the complexities of young people’s relationship with a...
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Managerial Accounting: Tools for Business Decision MakingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book does not Include Access code

	Weygandt, Managerial Accounting, 6th Edition gives students the tools they need to succeed, whether as accountants or in other career paths. The authors present the fundamental concepts of managerial accounting in an easy-to-understand fashion in a decision-making...
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Architects Sketches: Dialogue and DesignArchitectural Press, 2008
An in-depth study of the methods, meaning and intentions of architects' sketches through time     

   Concepts from architects minds evolve through sketches and as a mode of transference are conveyed to the finished building. This book compares qualities of sketches to reveal unique approaches to the instruments of thinking in which all...
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Encyclopedia of Cryptography and SecuritySpringer, 2011

	Expanded into two volumes, the Second Edition of Springer’s Encyclopedia of Cryptography and Security brings the latest and most comprehensive coverage of the topic: Definitive information on cryptography and information security from highly regarded researchers Effective tool for professionals in many fields and researchers of all...
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